Though cutbacks began as early as the late 1980s, for the most part these first firings were of personnel in smaller-scale, money-losing plants. 2 The high tide of shedding from the medium and larger-scale firms took off only with the September 1997 Fifteenth Party Congress. At that meeting, Party General Secretary Jiang Zemin put forward two pertinent injunctions: to "adjust and improve the ownership structure," and to "accelerate the reform of state-owned enterprises." 3 These orders initiated separations of workers in massive proportions from firms of all sorts, a relentless letting go that went on undiminished for at least the following four years.
The move to mobilize discharges was clearly motivated: as one account phrased it, the process was to have the positive functions of raising labor productivity, motivating activism, raising enterprises' technical level, cutting wage costs, and "opening a new door for a more rational redeployment of labor resources." 4 China was at last fully determined to turn completely "modern" economically, which meant fitting its factories for competing efficiently, profitably, and competitively in the market beyond its borders. And forging fewer, leaner firms--ones employing smaller numbers of workers, the majority of whom were to be younger, better trained, and healthier--appeared to constitute a major step along that pathway. But after unleashing the market and its vagaries upon the state's own ventures, the leadership quite rapidly stood aghast at what it had wrought. A hint of that discomfort was already in print by the end of the year: Just as the critical late 1997 Party convention was plunging the industrial cadres in the localities into a veritable frenzy of cashiering, an official newspaper revealed with some abashment, "dismissing and laying off workers is a move against our will taken when we have no way to turn for help, but also an only way to extricate ourselves from predicament." 5 Not once but several times in the course of my interviews throughout China during the years 1998 to 2002 officials told me, in so many words, "our government thinks we can't let people starve to death;" 6 or, in the words of a district labor market director: "Our setting up labor markets, reemployment centers, social welfare and unemployment relief is precisely to help people not reach a state of starvation."
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7 A female trade union official expressed this view with a tone of special urgency: "Ni buneng rang ren meiyou fan chi" [You can't let people go without food to eat]. 8 Within a few months of the decision proclaimed in September the top elite had come to acknowledge explicitly that things had gone too far. In effect, state leaders first activated market forces, but then fell back upon much more familiar administrative procedures in order to put a brake upon those very same forces. For in May of the following year, the Party's top people felt compelled to convoke an emergency assemblage devoted expressly to compensating the millions of its suddenly desperate once-proletarians. The imperative behind the May 1998 conference has usually been attributed to signs of outrage on city streets among the sacked, especially as some three millions of those let go were found to have been left with no compensation at all. 10 While the politicians' dread of social disorder cannot be denied, a different perspective is also consistent with the facts. This view is that at that mid-1998 forum the cushioning that was announced, in the form of what was to become a nationwide "Reemployment
Project," was a sincere effort to make restitution, though just to a privileged portion of the newly unemployed. 11 In this chapter I demonstrate that the recompense represented in this project was aimed at fostering and undergirding what amounted to a vanguard portion among the newly ejected, signalling a less than complete abandonment. This elite was comprised of a set of workers whose customary position as beneficiaries of the regime was not to be wholly undone, as these people became the target of a wide range of governmental endeavors to assuage their plight.
I argue that the implementation of the program of xiagang was made possible precisely because of the continuing availability of the old patterned, solid geometry of the planned-economic state. According to this pattern, a vertical command structure, on the one hand, combined with horizontal cooperative linkages and a clear division of labor at every level, on the other, both reaching to the base of urban society in the residential committees, which are technically outside the state's bureaucracy. 12 Thus, On the basis of previously-earned goodwill, these specially placed workers were already partners in alliances of patronage with the local state, as it was embodied in the persons of the ex-workers' former unit and industrial bureau cadres. Those favored propagated through their (well publicized) behavior the potential of the market, while also sometimes helping to create new placements for some members of the larger, non-advantaged multitude. In return, officials in the local offices facilitated every move the once-workers took in their efforts to establish new sources of livelihood for themselves. In the process, the state expedited and legitimated through its offices' ample assistance what appeared on the surface to be their laid-off allies' so-called "self-help"
The entire setup appears to have run quite smoothly, greased as it was at every point with the oils of guanxi.
Restrictions on the Recipients
Right from the start, the regime was unequivocal that all of the measures specified in the May 1998 meeting's document were directed at, and only at, dismissed workers from state-owned enterprises. 13 As a researcher from the Ministry of Labor policy to me soon after that historic meeting, "The government and the enterprises can't solve the problems of all those dismissed. So our main target is those from the state firms." 14 Even without these authoritative words from my informant, it was obvious that the benevolence and the complexity of the measures that were put into effect and the costs incurred meant that millions had to be left out of the schemes. And even among the once state-employed, far from all of those let go from their posts were either counted or compensated.
The overwhelming majority of the discharged workers with whom I spoke were people I met out on the streets, as they hustled to earn a few hundred yuan each month through tiny private ventures in order to keep their families alive. 15 Their situations illustrated the many pitfalls for those among the job-losers who were either not from state firms; were from unfortunate, unprofitable, money-losing state firms; or were personally not well connected. These latter former laborers were the ex-employees of firms that had had money to distribute allowances at first but then had ran out of cash; those who had been let go before the 1998 Reemployment Project--with its orders to succor the sacked--became a serious national program, and who therefore either got only a lump sum from their old employers at the time of their termination or got nothing at all; those who had been supplied with the zheng 16 but who never saw its promises fulfilled; or those whose firms had set up a "reemployment service center" [more on these below] that was completely useless to them. those "laid off" nor were they treated as those who were.
The key for understanding who could be included and who was not to be served lay in an enterprise-based reporting system. Each enterprise was to report to its city's labor bureau the number of workers it had released. It was important to give an accurate number, since, if a firm failed to report, it would not receive the government's portion of the basic living expenses that were to be provided to the enterprise's no-longer on-the-job employees. 17 At the labor bureau's headquarters, a computer stored the new information it received each month from the firms, showing who in each state firm in the city qualified for the allowance. Each month, before the 10th, the firm applied to the city's Bureau of Finance, which then allocated the funds to the enterprise,
in accord with what the Labor Bureau had requested. 18 So the system rested entirely on figures furnished by the firms, which could certainly strategize with their submission 
authors also state that regime accounts show 43 million workers officially registered as "laid off" as of the end of 2001, of whom 34 million came from state-sector firms.
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This seems to mean that, as of yearend 2001, at least 12 million of those no longer in state sector enterprises, and 9.6 million of those once in collectives, all of whom had been there six years earlier (a total of 21.6 million people) were not officially being counted as having been "laid off." These statistics suggest that serious ambiguities, plus substantial gaps, attended the division into groupings--for the purposes of publicity but also of preferential assistance--of workers no longer in their original slots.
This approach in practice differentiated the components of the old workforce into three sets. At the extremes, some were to be retained within their initial plants for their politics, their power, or their talent, and others were to be relinquished, for their worthlessness in the new, emerging world of profits. Among this latter set, some--if they were fortunate--were granted what was usually a one-time or temporary pittance.
In the middle were the genuine, state-firm-affiliated "xiagang" workers, many, but not all, of whom did get benefits. The purpose of the largesse was not just to ensure the loyalty of these people to the state and a resultant silence on the streets. The program also enabled these individuals to serve as models to the multitude of their less endowed colleagues.
The cream of this crop was composed of one-time activist workers, who had long since been recognized by their superiors for their energy, leadership, competence, and, presumably, their ability to court their cadres. These ex-workers were in league not just with the leaders of their former firms. More importantly, these were people whom
enterprise cadres had in the past recommended to their own industrial bureau supervisors for awards, and who, therefore, had shone beyond the bounds of their own particular workplace. Their potential already recognized, during the period of layoffs they not only attracted copious help from those above them; they also became the local state's auxiliary in finding ways to reemploy the less resourceful.
Over 
Hierarchy, Horizontal Teams, and Nodes
It is important to reiterate that the only people eligible for any of the Reemployment Project's beneficence were those the regime defined as the true "laid-off" people, the genuine "xiagang zhigong." Those fully qualified for the label of "xiagang" were the
Giles, Park and Cai, op. cit., found that of the five cities in their survey (Fuzhou, Shanghai, Shenyang, Wuhan, and Xi"an), Wuhan had the highest unemployment rate as of November 2001, at 16.8 percent. Shenyang and Xi"an are also usually considered to be cities where this problem is serious. This research suggests that the situation of people on the streets must have been comparatively quite severe in Wuhan.
individuals formally furloughed who had previously labored for and belonged to and, after being "laid off" continued virtually to belong to--at least in name--still operating, still singly standing, still extant plants. 23 Strictly speaking, the term applied just to persons who met all three of the following officially designated conditions: 1) s/he began working before the contract system was instituted in 1986 and had a formal, permanent job in the state sector (plus those contract laborers in state firms whose contract term
was not yet concluded); 2) because of his/her firm's problems in business and operations, had been let go, but had not yet cut off "labor relations" with the original firm [which, of course, ipso facto remained in existence]; and 3) had not yet found other work in society.
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In order to be admitted into a reemployment service center, the person had to be allocated a document [xiagang zheng] certifying his or her status as a one-time state firm worker. Only those admitted to a center and in possession of this zheng were eligible for the basic livelihood allowance and the preferential policies that were devised to accompany it. This is not to say that all those eligible in these ways received any or all of these benefits, but only that those ineligible were never even meant to get them. 25 By late in the year 2001, although in everyday parlance the term "xiagang" had become loosely and colloquially employed to refer to anyone who was no longer working in the job s/he once had filled, 26 the label had officially become further limited: in
tautological fashion, the person had to come from a state-owned firm, and had to have been entered into a reemployment service center and received a livelihood allowance [jiben shenghuofei], a subsidy for which only those from the state firms were eligible.
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In short, these were individuals among the ousted who had formerly been employed in enterprises that, though not highly profitable, were continuing to perform reasonably well. Those in Beijing--and also those in the municipalities responsible for the counting and the catering--concentrated only on serving this subgroup among the removed.
The claims that, "about 95 percent of the workers laid off from state-owned enterprises have gotten their basic livelihood allowance" and that "as of the end of last year, we were able to guarantee a basic subsistence for around 95 percent of the laid-off workers" amount to strong clues to this cconclusion about tautology.
Hierarchy
The upper tip of the pyramid of patronage in every city was the place occupied by the urban Bureau of Labor and Social Security. 29 It was here that a plan was devised to restrict certain professions to local people, in an attempt to bar peasants from occupying jobs that the laid-off could fill, 30 and that rules were established to charge firms hiring peasants an "adjustment fee," [tiaojiefei] the proceeds of which were put into aiding the laid-off. 31 Here too lists were drawn up and passed down the line--from city district to street office--telling each mass organization which dismissed workers specially needed help. 32 Names of those in hardship also traveled back up this ladder.
While the labor bureau and its subcomponents (or, one might say, field offices)
at lower levels were to coordinate every aspect of the work, not only governmental agencies but local branches of mass organs, such as the Federation of Industry and Commerce, the trade unions, and the women's federation, also had to become involved, each working with a hierarchy of its own. Surely graft, plus the tendency of some offices to put their own financial goals ahead of the injunction to ease the plight of the expelled, not to mention the insufficiency of funding for the Project's impressive goals, prevented anything like a total execution of the "Reemployment Project," even for all state-connected previous employees. But interviews and observations attest that much work was undertaken in the service of assisting this particular subclass among the now unemployed.
Also at the city level, labor officials devised sets of targets and quotas to govern a wide range of behaviors involved with the operations of laying off and reemployment.
One type of quota determined how many discharged people were to be settled [anzhi] into some sort of new position, figures then handed to each bureau or holding company, and thence down to the enterprises for which a given bureau was responsible.
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Each enterprise also received quotas for the number of layoffs it was to enforce. 34 A district labor market director in Wuhan reported that the government had also specified how many dismissed workers his office was to train in a given year. 35 According to one sacked worker, the process of assigning statistics for new placements came from levels above the city: "The state [referring to the province and possibly to the central government above that] gave the city a quota for reemploying and then the city allocated a quota to every unit, accoding to its size." Quotas allegedly were extended to governing the numbers of laid-off personnel that any given firm was able to succor at any one time, such that one ex-accountant was forced to wait until other former employees at her firm had departed from her firm's reemployment center, thereby making a space for her. In the meantime, she received only half the basic livelihood allowance she was due.
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The Bureau of Labor had as its charge the paradoxical task of "constructing" a "labor market," a job it attempted to accomplish by ordering each urban district to form such a "market" under its own aegis--by providing sites for holding training classes, 37 installing job introduction booths, and computerizing information about the demand for and local supplies of workers. 38 At the labor bureau's behest and under its organization, job meets were also held at regular intervals, at which employers in need of hands and people looking for work could get together. 39 The bureau also promulgated and arranged for "preferential policies" on loans, licenses, and taxes, regulations that were
------------------------------------
35 Wuchang district labor market interview, September 14, 2000, Wuhan. 36 Interview, Wuhan, September 4, 1999. 37 According to an interview with an official at the training office of the Jiang"an district labor market in Wuhan, laid-off workers in batches were given two months of full-time daily training (interview, September 7, 1999).
Training was aimed at teaching laid-off people to use computers, cook, and make electrical repairs, obviously calling for assistance from other units in town. 38 Interviews, Wuhan Planning Commission, September 9, 1998; Shenyang Labor Bureau, August 18, 1998; Jiang"an district labor market, Wuhan, interview on September 7, 1999. I was told about and visited such sites in Wuhan, Lanzhou, and Shenyang in the late 1990s. 39 Wuhan City Labor Market interview, September 7, 2000; interview at Wuhan City branch of the ACFTU, September 13, 2000.
passed along to the labor markets at the city district levels, which, in turn, relayed the information to state firms, whose managers went on to inform their departed staff.
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Whether or not all of these programs achieved their goals, certainly large numbers of people severed from their posts did benefit from them. The principle of hierarchy is also illustrated by the staffing of the project for reemployment. In Shenyang, for instance, 44 people were assigned to manage this work full time within the bureau of industry and commerce, while at the district level and below several people handled the work on a part-time basis.
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Horizontal Teams
By 1998 the entire urban bureaucracy, both vertically and horizontally, was primed to execute the various instructions imparted at the May conference that year, geared to guarantee the basic livelihood and reemployment of staff and workers who had been "laid off" from state-owned enterprises. The meeting's "special circular"
called for "strong and forceful measures" to ensure the realization of the objectives set forth the previous fall, in the Party's Fifteenth Congress state-owned enterprise-reform plan. 42 Party leaders took the view that a crucial means for executing that plan was to focus on the well-being of the most potent segment of the expelled workforce, those from the large and medium state-owned firms, so that these firms especially could be thrust into a virtuous cycle of development by reducing their long-standing overstaffing, a product of the planned economy. The political elite saw that this aim could be obstructed were social stability disturbed. And, in turn, its members understood that that possibility would be a function of the degree to which discharged people could meet their daily subsistence needs, a mission the meeting's document deemed the "socialist system's instrinsic demand and the Party and government's responsibility." So not only was restraining angry workers on the roads a high priority; the leadership also saw its own role at this juncture as one of fulfilling an obligation.
------------------------------------
To make these priorities into a reality, each individual firm was deputed to install a "reemployment service center." 43 These centers were entrusted with caring for those "laid off" from the enterprise. Accordingly, the centers were to disburse monthly living allowances, arrange occupational training, provide job introductions, and contribute to each trustee's welfare payments. 44 In order to achieve these several objectives, far more organs than just the firm itself had to pitch in; indeed, a wide array of local offices all were called upon to coordinate their work around the objective of making the sackings palatable to their victims. The industrial and commercial system had to agree to simplify registration procedures for ex-workers who took up service work, and sometimes even to waive license fees altogether; while the local tax bureaus had to eliminate the business tax, the individual income tax and the collection of administrative fees for three years for the new tiny ventures started up by laid-off people. State commercial banks were told to institute small-scale enterprise credit departments. Localities were to design measures to encourage existing firms to absorb or otherwise arrange placement for their laid-off. Where conditions were appropriate, Reemployment Project funds were to be used for road construction, environmental protection, tree and grass planting, and public works, so as to create new jobs. Even the news media were coralled into serving as information channels for employment information, job advertising, and consultation, in the interest of "constructing" a "labor market." A principal aim here was to promote the reemployment of the discharged. All of these efforts called for a great deal of teamwork.
The urban labor bureau's radius for cooperation extended beyond its local area:
Hubei province established an office in Shanghai, for example, to take care of workers it sent to Shanghai for employment. 46 Matching up each administrative work unit [shiye] around the city to one tekunhu [household in special difficulty], to offer assistance of various kinds--and in some cases each cadre with one laid-off worker--was also a job entailing much synchronization. 47 Schools and other competent bodies in the community were urged to provide professional training. One institution that I visited, the Wuhan Modern Household Management Academy, was selected by the city Labor Bureau in mid-1999 and approved by the provincial Education Bureau as a "Labor Reemployment Training Base." Its work required liaising with the organs managing the laid-off within individual workplaces, in order to solicit students; providing enrollees
Interview with Labor Employment Office under the city labor bureau, September 7, 1998. 47 On August 28, 1998, an old friend took me to visit the four tekunhu families for which his administrative unit was responsible. I heard more about this program from another friend who was employed in a Party media unit on August 17, 2002. In his unit, each of the twenty to thirty departments helped one family. On August 21, 2002, a social welfare officer remarked on the program too, explaining that better-off officials were each to help one family. In a different city, Shenyang, I was told by the industrial and commercial bureau on August 19, 1998 that every cadre in the bureau was assisting one laid-off person, and that altogether a hundred expelled workers had been provided with succor just that year.
with instruction in a skill; and then placing the "graduates," by drawing upon the academy's president's old connections with units such as women's federation offices, restaurants, and even work places in Beijing, Shenzhen, and Hong Kong. 48 The urban Bureau of Labor in each city was put in command of a small group made up of representatives from about a dozen relevant departments and organizations, which met once or twice a month to map out strategy and nail down the respective roles of the member units, as well as to ensure their joint efforts in installing and activating the Project. 49 From the perspective of these bureau officials, the fabrication of a labor market required their involvement, and could not be left to chance. Instead, it was to be the product of bureau cooperation with the city's economic and planning commissions, its finance and tax offices, and its bureau for industry and commerce, among other offices. 50 Among the members of the labor bureau-led group was the local branch of the trade union federation, another unit that had a central role in the program. Its cadres'
work necessitated a great deal of interaction with other units. For one, they had to contact educational and academic institutions, in order to meet their assignment from above to set up professional training for the xiagang. 51 One example of this was the ly-poverty-stricken [tekunhu] laid-off workers. 52 Like their colleagues across the country, the unions in that city also developed over a dozen training classes of various sorts, in which they were able to coach as many as 16,000 people per year.
In their provision of no-interest loans to former workers who became self-employed, the branch union office had to acquire funds from the local offices of the Party; in 1999, in Wuhan a million yuan were amassed and donated to more than 20 enterprises and projects. And in organizing citywide job meets [ganjihui], union leaders had to cooperate with the labor bureau, as well as to connect with some one thousand units, of which one third were firms with which they had "very close relations."
In the course of managing the meet, cadres notified every district union, industrial bureau, and general company, which in turn informed each state enterprise under its watch, as well as disseminating the details to the news media.
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Most visibly, the union's local office selected and fostered models, whose ventures (which they endorsed as "reemployment bases"[zaijiuye jidi] 54 ) they went on to assure of business success. In Shenyang, an exemplary base of this kind, the "Wu-ai
Market" [five loves] provided work for as many as 100,000 individuals. 55 Union officials could do this only by arranging every kind of preferential policy for the infant enterprises; this called for intervention at the banks, the tax offices, and the industrial and 54 To qualify as a "reemployment base," a venture had to hire among its employees at least 60 percent who were without work because of having been laid off; have a stable business scope; produce an item or service with a good market; and it must already have have a worksite. Only the ventures initiated by state-owned-enterprise former workers qualified for this distinction. Information from interview with Labor Employment Office of the Wuhan Bureau of Labor, September 7, 1998. As of August 2000, the trade union was managing a total of 37 such bases, several of which I was taken to see on September 13, 2000. The Shenyang Bureau of Labor was also involved in setting up such bases, which required that it work with the unions and the women"s federation at the district levels, as well as with other government departments (interview at Shenyang Bureau of Labor, August 18, 1998). 55 Interview November 4, 2001 with labor economist Mo Rong, Beijing.
commercial bureaucracy. My best evidence that the people in charge at the unions took these assignments seriously was a conversation I overheard going on behind my back as I rode in the front of a taxi: the union official accompanying me to observe the "bases" he was sponsoring was explaining quite pragmatically to a co-worker (and not at all for my benefit) how training a laid-off worker to become a cook cost at least 380 yuan just to buy the necessary materials.
Similarly, the womens' federation also set up training bases, aimed at instructing jobless women to prepare banquets, do sanitation work, repair home computers, and fix broken small appliances. Teaching all of these skills required enlisting the assistance of those in a fair number of pertinent offices outside the federation itself. The same was the case in fulfilling the federation's mission of establishing a network of job provision, from the city level down to the district, the street, and finally the residents' committee, at each of which levels a center, a station, a brigade, and a point, respectively, had to do its share. Women were placed by these units in household helper and simple processing jobs, 56 as well as street cleaning and child minding. The federation also set up registration counters for women within the city and district labor markets, doing which called for cooperation with the labor bureau. Providing for night markets meant working with the industrial and commercial bureau, the transportation bureau, and the public health department, to obtain licenses, stalls, and spots on the street.
Helping women to sell flowers at cost, to manufacture small articles of daily use, and to make signboards all demanded good relations with the offices in charge of the requisite materials.
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Processing sweaters, for instance, meant getting the materials from the local textile management offices. 57 Meeting with various level branches of the Wuhan Women"s Federation, September 12, 2000.
The Federation of Industry and Commerce, another "mass organization," also had its marching orders, duties it could carry out only by interacting with fellow municipal units. This Federation was placed in charge of, among other things, setting up reemployment bases such as restaurants, connecting with state firms to hold its own job meets, and working from a list of names of needy former workers, sent by the city labor bureau, to find placements in the newly forming private sector for those so enumerated. In what follows I briefly describe and extrapolate from a number of cases that I observed in my 2000 fieldwork/interviews in Wuhan, and from the writing of others who studied this topic. In this volume, Kun-chin Lin astutely describes a "reworking of patron-client relations between subgroups of workers and managers," but his focus is purely within the plant. 60 William Hurst focuses on "good guanxi from the trade union and the party organization [again, looking solely] within the work unit." Here his interest is in a set of ties that he distinguishes from "guanxi outside the firm," something that, it seems in his account, some individual workers manage to achieve for themselves. It is this latter type of relationship that he considers "the essential determinate of access to capital and market opportunities." Both these formulations come close to broaching the point I intend to make, but Antoine Kernen's piece comes even nearer. Kernen makes reference to a "local understanding between bosses of the enterprise and political authorities," though he neither specifies which "political authorities," nor does he address the impact of this "understanding" on specific workers.
It is only the chapter by Eva Hung and Stephen Chiu that hints at the phenome- his/her enterprise--that formed the foundation for special privilege. Once so singled out for "model" status, the worker in question retained a place of priority, despite discharge.
Andrew G. Walder"s Communist Neo-Traditionalism (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1986) was the first to discuss urban patronage politics, but it examines only those within individual plants. 61 Informant from May 2000.
Even the May 1998 document had a pointed stipulation stating that the "various places and levels of party and government to which the circular was delivered "should as much as possible avoid [dismissing] national-and provincial-level labor models," among other protected personages, such as the disabled. It is likely that those with such an elevated degree of distinction were spared. But, as the Hung/Chiu excerpt above implies, models with lesser status could be let go. Individuals, that is, who were still outstanding (or well connected) enough to be awarded the title of "model," though at lower echelons than the nation or the province, were not always passed over when the layoffs occurred. These people, already well known to the union and, presumably, to municipal-level bureaucrats (leaders of the bureaus directly above the firms and under the city government), appear to have been picked by their patrons to set up "bases."
Thus, those who, after discharge, excelled in the new market environment--besides being ingenious and industrious--often had an additional, crucial ingredient at the core of their success. In my official interviews with successful models--all of whom had been handsomely subsidized and boosted in various ways in their businesses by official organs of one kind or another--it was literally astounding how much effort and financial support local governmental offices put into blowing up for mass attention and instruction some discharged darlings.
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As a Wuhan trade union official expressly confessed: "We discover train, and set up [faxian, peiyang, shuuli] models, both individual and collective; then we propagate their experiences for other laid-off workers to study." He went on to explain that
Various interviews with models supported and showcased by the Wuhan branches of the trade union federation, the women"s federation, and the federation of commerce and industry, September 2000.
the purpose was to "let more laid-offs realize reemployment quickly..most models help other xiagang." As for the selection procedure, he revealed that, "We mainly rely on basic-level cadres (at the district, bureau, company and enterprise levels) to choose them," uncovering a network of mutual help, patronage, and alliance stringing throughout the city. 63 These statements together create the impression that the cases I encountered and, presumably, thousands more like them, operated quite similarly to the exemplars of Mao's day. The principal differences today are, first, that the models and their mentors are willing to admit openly to the assistance supplied and received;
and, second, that the patronage extended during the time of xiagang was aimed at priming models for attainment in the market, not, as in the past, at epitomizing ideological rectitude.
Indeed, these state-manufactured "models," also labeled "stars," uniformly admitted to having received, as one owner of an automobile parts and repair plant--whose tiny private business had excelled to point where its products were selling abroad at the time we met--"help [from the trade unions, in her case] with every difficulty." 64 In another case, at the instructions of the city Labor Bureau, the Federation of Industry and Commerce had sponsored a private restaurant that had become a reemployment base where most of the employees were laid-off workers. In return for the absorption of these hapless laborers (seventy former workers delivered by the district labor bureau's labor market), city governmental offices had the bank provide a loan; and the district industrial and commerical administration, the trade union and the women's federation were all called upon to ensure that no income tax and no labor or management fees were demanded of the firm. As the eatery expanded, the "government built whatever we needed to have built." Not surprisingly, the head of the firm was a citywide Women's Federation model.
A particularly flagrant case was also a private restaurant run by people who had lost their factory posts, which had become the largest such establishment in all of central south China by the time I visited, able to serve over a thousand guests at one seating! The place had been initiated with a city-government-engineered merger between an old state enamelware plant and another company. There "all the relevant departments [had] assisted with the appropriate procedures." Empirically, this meant that bureaucratic approval procedures were expedited; 65 the local press had been told to put out favorable "propaganda," printing news articles to "introduce" the eatery;
and the city government had arranged for pretty scenery in the surrounding environs and turned the street into a specialty-restaurants-only one, aimed at the tourist trade.
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A male "star" who ran one of the trade union's four reemployment bases in Wuchang had became a manager of a factory manufacturing fire-protection gates and had already hired 126 former laid-off people--all introduced to him by the district trade union's job introduction center--as of September 2000, when I made his acquaintance.
In the early days of his venture, he had some achievement in business, which was discovered by superiors. "All kinds of government departments" then had assisted him in setting up a company. The trade union in particular helped him to connect with other departments, acquiring for him a no-interest loan from the bank, forming for him a ------------------------------------ 65 The Qiaokou district government had held a special meeting that all the relevant departments had attended, where they were instructed to facilitate procedures. 66 Interview at the restaurant, September 8, 2000.
joint-capital [hezi] company with another firm, and securing a free business license, prestige, and every other kind of preferential policy for him.
Yet one more star, a former workshop leader in her old unit, was introduced to me as a "famous xiagang leader." Her post-plant career had begun as she had organized a group of other laid-off people to do sanitation maintenance work with "a lot of support from the upper levels." When I met her she was managing a household work agency, again as the recipient of "a lot of support from the upper levels." The street
[jiedao] government had given her rent-free office space and a gratis telephone line once she was laid off, and the city Women's Federation supplied her with air conditioning and got her elected to her residents' committee. Certainly all of these perquisites depended upon the street office's and women's federation's guanxi with a range of other bureaucracies, which, presumably, were also under orders to bolster the opportunities of stars such as my informant. The woman went on to set up a children's lunchroom in a rent-free building, using the fees that parents paid for lunches to fund her (also laid-off) employees' paychecks.
At the time I saw her, this star had just set up a sanitation company employing 300 laid-of workers; its expenses were met by neighborhood stores and residents. that was meant to inspire other, struggling off-post individuals. 68 But the subtext here is that no matter how noteworthy, a municipal model could not have attracted the attention of the top personality in the entire country without several intervening layers of patronage having first been set into motion.
The moral of these stories is this: even as an enormous number of workers--including but by no means limited only to those people whose positions put them properly into the officially counted category of xiagang--were cut off in droves from their once-lifetime posts, models and stars could flourish. Even despite the dislodgings, the political elite did not intend to undo entirely its time-worn alliance with a special segment within its old laboring class (not to mention its ongoing priority for the Party-affiliated, the management, the well-connected and the more educated within the enterprises, who were often able to hold onto their positions). 69 It was just a special, preferred group among the sacked--those from still extant, state-owned firms of some size--whom the regime considered to be the true xiagang, or "laid off"; and there was a tiny segment among these favored former workers who were the chosen targets of a highly restrictive but reasonably effective program of preferential treatment.
Conclusion
The intention behind the entire project, informed as it was by at least some degree of remorse, was just in part to head off resistance. Another crucial objective was
